Rural Organization for Social Advancement

"ROSA"
(A registered civil society for the service of humanity)

Background of the Association:Rural
Organization
for
Social
Advancement- “ROSA” Sansthan. It is a
civil society, currently working in eastern
part of Uttar Pradesh, India, The main
target group of the organization is
children, women, youth and farmer of
rural area of deprived society (most are
the people of the every caste and
religion who are most neglected in the
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society) who is scattered in different classes and castes. They are struggling
on their level for livelihood and basic rights and entitlements but due to
current socio and political circumstances, their whole development is not
progressive as per their basic need and dignity as a human being.
Members of the "ROSA" team established a society named, “Rural
Organization for Social Advancement” by
their experiences for the protection of
the families & interface for the better
future of the poor community members
in January, 2002. This organization got
registered
under
the
Society
Registration Act 21 of 1860; having the
registration No 410/2003-04 dated
21.7.2003 & registered under Income
Tax Act - 12A, No. 118/2007-08/2981,
dated 30-11-2007, registered under
FCRA-1976 No. 136760169 dated 16.12.2009, PAN No. - AAAAR5396P.
Origin:"ROSA" was established by a group of gandhian ideology social activists, this
group
observed
that
people
working a brick field (kiln) with
women & children work very hard
but they live in unsafe house &
their children did not have the
basic right of theirs. They work in
unfavorable working conditions
keeping their lives in danger still
they at always fear in mind the
danger
of
livelihood.
There
families are far away form the
better education & health and
social securities. Due to these
reasons, unorganized labors of
the society are victims of different types of exploitation.
Nature:A non-political organization under the
power of Indian constitution
Vision:To establishment of society full of
justice
and
equity
for
social
advancement
Mission:To provide service to the people for
entire social advancement so that they
can ensure their wellbeing
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Objectives:1. To build of self dependent society & Nation.
2. To implement program related to education, health, people
organization, income generation & agriculture for the integrated
development of the nation.
3. To work for help the women, children, old person, helpless, schedule
cast, schedule tribes, backwards & minorities of the society.
4. To create network with the society with equal objectives & promote
the voluntarisms.
5. To establish the centers for the implementation of programs, research,
documentation, free publication & training of the betterment of the
society.
6. To inter change and help, for required resources with local people,
government, non government, national & international society for
achieving the objectives of the society having the similar objectives.
Believes:Entire development of society for the happy nation and this is possible only
when every member of society will be happy.
Our Principles;We compliance with democratic process and respect each other without any
differentiation on the basis of religion, caste
and have equal opportunity for all at every
level without any gender bias. We believe
that ‘To help the people to help
themselves’

development works,
responsibility.

Our Values;To respect each other at every level of the
society, feelings of equality, availabilities of
equal
opportunities,
transparency
in
dedication towards target, Self discipline &

Our area of Intervention: Now, we are working in Maharajganj, Azamgarh, Chandauli district of UP
in India.
Our core issue: Health & Nutrition
 Promotion of quality education
 Community based Livelihood
Promotion
 Sustainable livelihood
 Bonded
labor
and
human
trafficking
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Our Target group:Children, women and farmer from deprived society.
Our focus group: Charity for Children and Women from deprived society.
Working strategy:To strengthen the collective decision and collective initiation through the way
of non violence in democratic process at every level as-

O- Organizational
building

S- Strengthening

"ROSA"

R- Rapport building

A- Action on issue

Now we associated with:1. Child Rights and You, America.
2. NEG-FIRE, New Delhi.
3. IGSSS, New Delhi
4. Bread for the world/CASA, New Delhi
5. Geneva Global, USA
6. LUS, USA
CONTACT USRegistered & correspondence office
Mustaque Ahmad
Chief functionary
Rural Organization for Social Advancement
Alias- “ROSA” Sansthan
Village- Kakarmatta (Near Adersh ball Vidyalya/pokhara)
Post - D.L.W,
District- Varanasi-221004 Uttar Pradesh, India,
Contact No. - +919450156972, +918874619862
E-mail id - rosasansthan@gmail.com, rosasansthan@rediffmail.com
Regards,

Mustaque Ahmad
Chief Functionary
Awarded- C.S. Awardee-2007-08
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